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ERTS-1 imagery applications in polar regions
RUPERT B. SOUTHARD and WILLIAM R. MACDONALD
Topographic Division
U.S. Geological Survey
Reston, Virginia 22092
Successful operation of the first Earth Resources Technology Satellite's (ERT5-1) onboard imaging systems
introduced a new approach to monitoring and mapping
the earth's polar regions. Anticipating potential cartographic uses of ERTS imagery, the U.S. Geological Survey
(usGs) proposed a series of experiments (designated
SR-149) that were approved and funded by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The
proposal, "Cartographic applications of ERTS/returflbeam vidicon (RBv) imagery in polar regions," initiated
several investigations to determine how ERTS imagery
could expedite USGS mapping programs in the Arctic
and the Antarctic. Other experiments in the proposal
were designed to implement recommendations of the
Committee on Polar Research, National Academy of
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Figure 2. ERTS-1 space imagery (MSS), arctic Index.

Sciences (1970), and the working group on geodesy
and cartography, Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) (1959, 1967).
The feasibility and economy of ERTS imagery is being
investigated for use in mapping at scales of 1:250,000
to 1:1,000,000, for supplementing planimetric information on crevasse fields and glacier flow lines, for
preparing photomaps at various scales, and for map
revision. Other experiments will include detecting and
delineating changes in gross ice features, measuring
seasonal variations of sea-ice boundaries, and mapping
regional areas at the 1:10,000,000 scale.
ERTS-1 status

M Imagery obtained - Jan. 19, 1973
Imagery used during investigations

Figure 1. ERTS-1 space imagery (MSS), antarctic index.
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ERTS-1 was launched July 23, 1972, by NASA. It is in
a circular, sun-synchronous, near-polar orbit at an altitude of 900 kilometers. It circles the earth every 103
minutes (14 orbits a day) and repeats a given orbital
track once every 18 days. The science package includes
three boresighted RBV cameras, each recording imagery
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Figure 3. Locations of significant changes evident from ERTS-1
Imagery (December 1972 to February 1973). Key: A, Ronne Ice
Front; B, Thwaites Iceberg Tongue; C, Ross Ice Shelf; D, McMurdo;
E, new features on International Map of the World; F, Drygalski
Ice Tongue; G, Hallett (fast Ice); H, Lambert Glacier (new features).

in a discrete spectral band, and a multispectral scanner
(Mss), which records in four spectral bands that include
near infrared (NASA, 1972).
I
The USGS planned to use RBV camera imagery for cartographic experiments because of its favorable gometric
characteristics. Shortly after the satellite achieved the
desired orbit, however, switches to activate RBV cameras
malfunctioned and one of two onboard tape recorders
became inoperable. It was necessary to substit!ite MSS
imagery as source material for the experiments. Although the geometric characteristics of MSS are not as
desirable as those of RBV, the distortions of MSS are systematic and the imagery has good spatial and spectral
resolution. Perceptional and geometric image qualities
of MSS and RBV are described by Colvocoresses and
McEwen (1973).
Widely scattered MSS imagery has been received for
both polar regions (figs. 1 and 2). Imagery beyond the
range of receiving stations in the United States and
Canada was stored on a tape recorder aboard ERTs-1 and
later transmitted to the receiving stations. Unfortunately,
in early April 1973, sporadic noise which degraded the
images was interjected into the second recorder. The
second recorder was turned off later that month by
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Figure
4.
Ice
Drygalsll
Tongue, Scott Coast, Victoria
Land. On the left Is q composite of three 1:2$0,000
scale U.S. Geological Survey
topographic maps compiled
from source data (1955 to
1964). Annotated revisions
are based on ERTS-1 Imagery.
On the right is an ERTS pho.
toimagery mosaic that shows
significant changes in Hurbord
Glacier (A), in Drygal*kJ Ice
Tongue (B), and in fast ice
(C).
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NASI. The recorder had functioned well until this event
and actually exceeded its 500-hour designed lifetime by
about 10 percent. Without the recorder, ERTS-1 is
limited in providing further imagery of polar regions.
No further imagery can be obtained for areas beyond the
range of the few ground stations.

Imagery requirements

additional usable MSS imagery (50 percent cloud cover
or less) of the polar regions.
NASA delivered the first MSS scenes of the Arctic in
October 1972 and of the Antarctic in December 1972.
Of the four spectral bands, the near infrared (band 7)
apparently offers the best polar data for cartographic
uses and image interpretation in the polar regions.

Strip mosaic and change detection

To prepare maps for the U.S. Antarctic Research Program, the United States has obtained aerial photography
over an area of about 3,250,000 square kilometers. This
effort has been expensive in time and money. ERTS-1 is
capable of producing a single frame of imagery that
covers an area of about 34,000 square kilometers (185
kilometers by 185 kilometers). About 100 frames of
ERTS imagery covers the same area now covered by over
100,000 photographs taken from airplanes. The ERTS
system produces useful and readily available synoptic
imagery that meets many mapping requirements for
polar regions.
Imagery with no more than 10 percent cloud cover
was specified for ERTS experiments. Only about 5 percent of the imagery received so far meets this specificatioi (fig. 1). The coverage is being examined to find

An important objective is to compile 1:1,000,000scale photoimage mosaics for west antarctic coastal areas
and, eventually, for all antarctic coastal areas. These
imagery products will enable the USGS to build an historical record which, when compared with existing maps
and sequential ERTS coverage, will show changes in size,
shape, and position of such features as ice shelves, glaciers, and ice tongues (fig. 3).
A strip photomosaic, comprising portions of seven
ERTS-1 images, was compiled at 1:1,000,000 scale for
the Victoria Land coast between Cape Adare and Harbord Glacier. This mosaic, covering an area of 185
kilometers by 644 kilometers, depicts 45 glaciers and
ice tongues, numerous ice shelves, and the northern
extent of the Transantarctic Mountains. The experi-
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FIgure 5. Cape Adare, Borchgrevink Coast, Victoria Land.
On I the left is a composite of
thrØ e 1:250,000 scale U.S.
Ge logical Survey topographic aps compiled from source
dat (1961 to 1964). Annotat d revisions are based on
ERI S-i Imagery. On the right
Is n ERTS photolmagery mosal that shows significant
chcnges In the boundaries of
fas and bay Ice (C), and in
tho shapes of Honeycomb and
lro fl side glaciers (D). Both
glcciers' tongues have advanced about 3.2 kilometers.
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Figure 6. Thwaites Iceberg
Tongue, Waigreen Coast. At
the top is an annotated mosaic of ERTS-1 imagery, with
a corresponding sketch map
at the bottom. Annotations
on the map show significant
changes in the coastline;
these changes, positioned by
ERTS-1 imagery, can be used
to revise maps. Geodetic control points are shown at A
and B.
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Figure 7. On the left is the McMurdo 1:1,000,000 scale map (International Map of the World series). On the right Is ERTS-1 Imagery.
With the aid of ERTS imagery mosaics, newly discovered mountains, land features, and coastal changes will be shown on the U.S. Geological Survey 1:1,000,000 manuscript.
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ment is a pilot effort; other 1:1,000,000-scale photoimagemosaics along the west antarctic coastal areas between the Ross Ice Shelf north and westward to 1800
longitude will be compiled under this project.
Glaciers, ice tongues, and ice shelves were identifiable
on 1:1,000,000-scale ERTS imagery. This test project
indicates that the imagery is of sufficient resolution for
use as a source of photoimage revision and for glaciological change detection.
Further investigations proved that ERTS-1 imagery
can be used effectively for planimetric revision of small
scale maps. This technique is being applied to six
1:250,000-scale topographic maps of the Victoria Land
strip mosaic area.
A detailed cartographic analysis has not been completed over the entire area of the mosaic. The coastline
was compared with existing maps, however , and several
major changes in coastal features were found. The comparison showed that satellite imagery facilitates revision
of the existing maps (figs. 4 and 5).
Because the 1:250,000-scale source maps were compiled from aerial photography done over many years, it
is erroneous to use the map publication date as a
benchmark for determining ice movement. In our
analysis, therefore, it was necessary to determine the
date of aerial photography used as source for each
feature on the existing map. In the future, scientists
need only refer to the taking date of the ERTS imagery.

bottom is a composite of two 1:500,000-scale sketch
maps compiled from conventional photographs taken
during the austral summer of 1965-1966. The graphic
on the top is a mosaic of parts of seven scenes of MSS
bulk imagery. Area coverage is about 117,000 square
kilometers. The two triangles represent geodetic positions used to fit the imagery mosaic to the map base.
The ERTS-1 imagery greatly improved the absolute and
relative positioning of shoreline configurations, ice
tongues, and other map features. Because of the limited
amount of control and the large number of conventional
photographs used to compile the sketch maps, it was
not possible to maintain scale and position throughout
the map compilation, especially in areas devoid of
readily identifiable features that make good pass points.
A single ERTS scene covers the same area as 1,320
1:40,000-scale photographs. Comparing the two parts
of fig. 6, note the change in the configuration of the
coast, as indicated by numbers 1, 3, and 4, and in the
position of Burke Island, number 2. Also note the
change in size and position of the Thwaites Iceberg
Tongue, number 5. The area has increased from 44,200
square kilometers (map) to 71,500 square kilometers
(image), and the position has shifted about 8 kilometers.

Small scale mapping
The most immediate application of ERTs-1 imagery in
polar regions, particularly Antarctica, is to compiling
1:1,000,000-scale maps and photoimage mosaics. The
need for million-scale antarctic coverage is recognized
by several organizations, including SCAR (National Academy of Sciences, 1970; SCAR, 1959, 1967).

Map revision
Fig. 6 illustrates how ERTS imagery can be used to
evaluate and revise published maps. The graphic on the
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Figure 8. On the left is the
AusraIian 1:1,000,000 scale
map (International Map of
the World series). On the
right Is ERTS-1 Imagery.
ERTS Imagery helps to analyze and evaluate existing
source maps. New mountains
and other significant features
can be added to the Australian 1:1,000,000 map.
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SIGNIFICANT CHANGES
FROM ERTS IMAGERY
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U.S. Geological Survey 1MW in-work
EIII Non U.S. published 1MW

Because it is impossible to take photographs from
standard aircraft at altitudes high enough for efficient
million-scale mapping, efforts before the launching of
ERTS-1 were directed toward mapping coastal and mountain areas at a 1:250,000 scale. ERTS imagery, however,
meets the needs of million-scale photomapping. This is
expected to prove most beneficial to the international
scientific community. To cover an International Map of
the World (1Mw) area, cartographers will have to assemble only 15 to 20 ERTS scenes rather than 12,000 conventional photographs. Production cost will decrease
as production rate increases. The user will have at his
or her disposal a visual representation of vast, unmapped
areas. Moreover, he or she will not have to wait years
before image maps are available.
Comparisons carried out on the USGS-compiled 1MW
sheet ST 57-60 (fig. 7) and on the Australia-compiled
1MW sheet ss 40-42 (fig. 8) clearly demonstrate this
application. Revisions and additions to the two sheets
are readily apparent. The most obvious change is the
large block of new and unmapped geographical features
revealed by ERTS imagery. Other revisions include the
66
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Figure 9. Antarctic International Map of the World
1:1,000,000 scale index.

repositioning of the Ross Ice Shelf front (about 6.4
kilometers north) and Franklin Island (7.2 kilometers
south). The position of Franklin Island has been in
contention for many years and continually has been reported in error by U.S. ships.
Reference to the 1MW 1:1,000,000-scale index of Antarctica (fig. 9) and the space imagery index (fig. 1)
indicates the value of ERTS-1 imagery to the 1MW program. Because of the 990 orbital inclination (ascending node) of the satellite, imagery cannot be obtained
between 82°S. latitude and the pole. If all the ayailable imagery is of satisfactory quality (which has ye to
be determined), 71 maps can be compiled.

Scientific applications
Comparison of ERTs-1 scene 1154-19322, dated December 24, 1972, with the published Ross Island
1:250,000-scale map discloses a unique change in the
Erebus Glacier Tongue (fig. 10). Further examination
ANTARCTIC JOURNAL

Figure 10 (left): ERTS imagery
of Erebus Ice Tongue. Analysis of ERrS imagery and of library Sources determined that
the Erebus Glacier Tongue has
advanced 9.6 kilometers since
1947. Fiure 11 (right): ERTS
imagery of Ronne Ice Shelf.
The edge of the shelf has advanced Cibout 16 kilometers
since 1966.

1973

1911

of photographs and historical maps indicates that the
present position of the tongue is about the same as it
was in 1910 (Map of Ross Island, 1912) and that the
tongue has advanced about 9.6 kilometers since 1947 and
4.8 kilometers since 1962. A lateral shift or curving of
the leading front toward the mainland seems to have
occurredsince 1970. We do not know if the movement
occurred gradually or over a very short period. Some
evidene indicates that the tongue may have gone
through a surging period. Perhaps it has completed a
growth cycle and again will break off as it did in 1911.
If ground investigation proves that it is a surging glacier,
it will be the first known one in Antarctica and therefore of keen interest.
Further indication that ERTS imagery is useful for
detecting glaciological changes is given in fig. 11. ERTS1 scene 1212-11183, dated February 20, 1973, was compared with the published 1:500,000-scale sketch map of
Ellsworth Land and Palmer Land and with aerial photographs to determine that the Ronne Ice Shelf has advance about 16 kilometers since January 1966.
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MAP POSITION

BASED ON 1966 SOURCES

With ERTS imagery as a guide, Doppler satellite tracking equipment will be used to establish geodetic control
for antarctic mapping. Survey teams will be sent to the
field to establish geodetic positions (x, y, and z) on
preselected points identifiable on ERTS scenes.

Conclusion

Although we have had only a few months of experi ence in using ERTS imagery for polar investigations, we
know that it forms the basis of quality mapping that
meets most users' needs. We know that ERTS imagery
can be used to revise published small scale and medium
scale maps of coastal areas.
The USGS is responsible for maintaining the U.S. SCAR
library and for distributing U.S. cartographic products
of Antarctica to the 11 Antarctic Treaty nations. We
already have an established system, therefore, that may
be expanded to distribute ERTS imagery on request to
SCAR member nations.

Futu e plans

In ddition to experiments outlined in this paper,
plans trclude the following investigations of MSS imagery
uses:
• compile a small scale (1:10,000,000) photomap
ojf the entire continent.
• compile thematic maps of sea-ice conditions.
• egin an analysis of sea-ice boundary variations
a of pack ice deformation rates.
• compile physical maps of the Arctic.
• Compile 1:1,000,000-scale photoimage mosaics of
Alaska as a reference to evaluate ecological effects
of North Slope and pipeline development and to
revise published maps.
May-June 1974
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